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1. Premises

Objectives
Today we aim to:
• identify strengths and weaknesses of the government’s Bill
• exchange insights and perspectives about its implications for
New Zealand more broadly and businesses in particular

…so that we can:
• provide well-informed and constructive submissions to the
Select Committee
• improve environmental, economic, and social outcomes for
New Zealand
• start planning for the outcomes

How we work together
You are individuals who bring experience and ideas to
this dialogue. You are not speaking on behalf of your
organisations.

Trust underpins this dialogue. We use the Chatham
House rule: you can use knowledge gained but it
cannot be attributed to a person or their affiliation.
You decide if and when you speak about your
involvement.
We are not expecting consensus.

Starting assumptions
1. Climate change is real and anthropogenic.

2. New Zealand action should be consistent with, and
supportive of, achieving the goals of the 2015 Paris
Agreement.
3. Globally, long-lived GHGs need to fall to net zero and
short-lived GHGs need to be reduced significantly,
although not to zero.

Your turn….

What are your burning
questions and priority issues
you would like to cover today?

2. Climate change challenge

Bending the global curve

Source: Carbon Tracker Initiative et al. (2017). 2020: The Climate Turning Point. Mission 2020.

The IPCC Special Report on 1.5oC
Human activities have already caused warming of 1oC
since the pre-industrial period (global mean surface
temperature).
Under BAU, we’ll hit 1.5oC over 2030-2052. The Paris
pledges set a course for 3oC by 2100.
It is still (but barely) possible to limit warming below
1.5oC – and that extra 0.5oC makes a world of difference.

What will it take for 1.5oC?
Global net CO2:
• 45% reduction below 2010 level by 2030
• Net zero by 2050
• For 2oC: 20% below 2010 level by 2030 and net zero by 2075

Global methane:
• 35% below 2010 level by 2050 (range of 24 – 47% for
agriculture)
• [Not that different for 2oC?]

Reductions needed in nitrous oxide, black carbon, other
GHGs

NZ’s GHG emission profile in 2017

Over 1990 – 2017:
• Gross emissions (excl forestry) increased 23%
• Net emissions (incl forestry) increased 65%
2016 per capita emissions: 16.9 t CO2eq/year
Source: MfE (2019). New Zealand’s Greenhouse Gas Inventory 1990-2017. Wellington: Ministry for the Environment.

New Zealand’s GHG targets vs IPCC
Year

New Zealand

IPCC 1.5oC

IPCC 2oC

2030

30% below 2005 (all
GHGs)
= 11% below 1990
= 26% below 2010

CO2: 45% below
2010

CO2: 20%
below 2010

2050

50% below 1990
(current; all GHGs)
“Net zero” being
considered*

CO2: Net zero

CO2: Net zero
by 2075

CH4: 35% below
2010

CH4: [Similar
to 1.5oC]

* …but what does “net zero” mean for New Zealand?

Warming from 2016 NZ emissions: 200 years

Source: ICCC Rural Workshop, February 2019. Available online. Note: Not ICCC policy; slide for discussion only.

2030 outlook: Mind the gap

Source: MfE provisional carbon budget for 2021-2030 (2018); MfE RIS for NZ ETS Review changes (2016)

Climate change challenge: Insights
1.

The IPCC Special Report makes a strong case for 1.5oC, rather than 2oC,
and the world is heading for 3-4oC.

2.

All GHGs contribute to warming. Long-lived GHGs (esp CO2) must reach
net zero. Short-lived gases need to be reduced. No metric is perfect for
comparing impacts.

3.

GHG stabilization pathways are modelled and there is a band of options
offering different degrees of probability, climate risk, and cost.

4.

Globally, advanced economies are expected to position themselves on
the ambitious side of target ranges to allow development space for
others.

5.

New Zealand’s current 2030/2050 targets fall short of the IPCC’s leastcost pathways consistent with 1.5oC – but they will still be hard to meet.

3. Key features of the ZCB

Legislation timeline
Date

Milestone

Jun 2018 – Jul 2018

Consultation

Dec 2018 – May 2019

Cabinet deliberation

8 May 2019

Bill delivered to Parliament

21 May 2019

First reading (passed 119 to 1)

16 Jul 2019

Submissions due to Environment Select Committee

Mid-2019 (?)

NZ ETS amendment bill introduced

21 Oct 2019

Select committee report-back on the ZCB

Late 2019

Passage into law
Climate Change Commission established

Key outcomes
1. New GHG targets in legislation

2. Series of emission budgets as stepping stones to
achieve the targets
3. Emission reduction plans
4. Monitoring
5. National climate change risk assessments and
national adaptation plans
6. Independent Climate Change Commission

The BIG decisions
• Targets
• Will the split-gas 2050 (and 2030) targets stay or change
(form/ambition)?

• Emission budgets
• Defined for all gases and/or split gases?
• Managing linkages to NZ ETS and NDCs?

• Adaptation
• Integration with other legislation/policies/plans at central and
local government level?

• Climate Change Commission
• Purely advisory capacity?
• Initial appointments by the Minister?
• Manageability and resourcing of the work programme?

• Commitment
• Will future governments deliver on this?

Purpose: Bill
provide a framework by which New Zealand can develop and
implement clear and stable climate change policies that
contribute to the global effort under the Paris Agreement to
limit the global average temperature increase to 1.5° Celsius
above pre-industrial levels
Added to existing purpose:
enable New Zealand to meet its international obligations under
the Convention and the Protocol
provide for the implementation, operation, and administration
of a greenhouse gas emissions trading scheme in New Zealand
provide for the imposition, operation, and administration of a
levy on specified synthetic greenhouse gases contained in motor
vehicles and also another levy on other goods

Purpose: Challenges
1. What is the scope of “climate change policies”?
2. Should the goal of reducing domestic emissions be
more explicit?
3. Where is adaptation?

Targets: Bill
• Split-gas targets
• Biogenic methane (agriculture 86%, waste 12%): 10% below
2017 by 2030 and at least 24-47% by 2050 and beyond
• All other GHGs: net zero by 2050 and beyond

• CCC to review the 2050 target in 2024
• Reviews can also happen upon Minister’s request
• CCC advice relates to timing and level
• Minister must report CCC advice to the House within 12 weeks
and respond within 12 months

• Bill does not constrain NZ’s NDC
• All gases, international rules, offshore mitigation

Targets: Challenges
• No accounting rules specified (forestry, metrics)
• Other measurement challenges: activity data & emission factors
• Definition of “net emissions” for target
• Not clear if this is domestic-only
• Missing non-forestry removals (e.g. industrial, CCS)

•
•
•
•

Split of gases is not “pure science”
Hard to deliver a single-year target (add “at least”?)
We don’t know how targets will be met or costs distributed
No targets for:
• Cumulative emissions
• International transport emissions
• Consumption emissions

• Can the Minister change the targets without CCC advice?
• Implications of divergence from NDCs
• Land-sector – and political – response

Land sector questions
• Forestry
• How many hectares of pine do we want in NZ?
• How can we manage risks of non-permanence?
• Should we limit forestry to drive changes in other sectors?

• Agriculture
• What is the basis for the 2030 target, and why don’t other
sectors have one?
• Is the 2050 range from the IPCC appropriate here?
• What about the range from the PCE (10-22% below 2016 by
2050)? Is “no further contribution to warming” enough?
• What policies will apply and how will costs be distributed?
• Why can’t forestry offsets apply?
• How much will waste help?

Source: IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5 oC

Source: IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5oC

Sample targets

Source: Produced for UK CCC

Targets: Insights
• We need a shared vision for a low-emission land sector.
• Optimisation, diversification, and/or contraction?

• Science informs targets; human judgment sets them.
There is no perfect answer.
• The split-gas approach offers benefits, and drawbacks
can be managed.
• These targets are directional signals, not enforceable
regulations. They are adjustable.
• Targets are floors, not ceilings.
• We need enough certainty to invest.
• Let’s rise above politics and get started!

Emission budgets: Bill
• 5-year budgets; 3 in place at any time
•
•
•
•
•

Stepping stones to 2050 target (but not 2030?)
Generally extended 10 years in advance
First budget is only 4 years (2022-2025)
CCC advice on first 3 budgets by February 2021
Require public consultation

• All gases (CO2eq); set with regard to specified considerations (5Z)
• Flexibility measures
• Unlimited banking; borrowing capped at 1% of next budget
• Overseas mitigation: limit advised by CCC
• NZ ETS cost containment reserve (not in Bill)

• Revision only with recommendation from the CCC if:
• Methodological improvements for emissions measurement/reporting
• Significant changes to considerations

• CCC publishes advice; Minister reports to House (12 weeks)
• Minister makes the final decisions

Menu for emission budget advice
• Net budget emissions
= gross emissions offset by removals and offshore mitigation

• Rules for measuring progress
• How the budgets and 2050 target may be met,
including pricing and policy methods
• Proportion to be met through GHG reductions,
removals, and offshore mitigation
• Limit on offshore mitigation

Sample budget (hypothetical)
Annual average over the budget period

Questions: Rules for forestry, metrics, fungibility, progressive ambition?

Sample budget + purchasing limit
(hypothetical)
Annual average over the budget period

Questions: Rules for forestry, metrics, fungibility, progressive ambition?

Emission budgets: Challenges
• Are all gases fungible for compliance?
• No guidance for start point or progressive ambition
• Can methane be offset by overseas mitigation (samegas basis)?
• Relationship with NDC, and NZ ETS cap setting and
price management
• Banking and borrowing
• Alignment with international rules for carry-over under NDCs
• Alignment with NZ ETS

• Uncertainty on overseas mitigation supply & cost
• Minister can override the CCC’s advice

Emission budgets: Insights
• Emission budgets are very important for the economy
and we currently lack adequate data and modelling.
• Emission budgets are political decisions informed by
technical advice. The Minister should make the
decisions and be accountable.
• If the system works well, advice from the CCC will carry
tremendous weight to influence the decisions by the
Minister.
• We need to manage cumulative as well as annual
emissions.

Emission reduction plans: Bill
• Prepared by the Minister before each budget period
• Informed by CCC advice
• Published after delivery
• Reported to House within 12 weeks
• First one by February 2021

• Must address:
• Sector-specific policies to reduce emissions and increase
removals
• Multi-sector strategy to meet emission budgets and improve
adaptation ability
• Strategy to mitigate the impacts on workers, regions, iwi and
Māori and wider communities
• Any other policies and strategies considered necessary

• CCC must consider all emission budget matters and
consult widely.

Emission reduction plans: Challenges
• Is this scope manageable?
• How do emission reduction plans relate to sector
strategies set by government departments?
• Can we coordinate consultation across emission
budgets, emission reduction plans, and sector
strategies?
• Is this where NZ ETS settings would be recommended?
• Should the Minister be required to respond to the CCC’s
advice (the case for emission budgets)?

Example: Ireland

Source: Ireland Climate Action Plan 2019

Emission reduction plans: Insights
• Emission reduction plans are where targets translate
into actions.
• This is an enormous amount of work, and the CCC
needs to be resourced adequately to deliver.
• We need effective processes for engagement and
consultation with businesses and sector experts in
developing emission reduction plans.

Monitoring: Bill
• Annual reporting by the CCC
• Scope:
• Current and projected emissions and removals
• Adequacy and implementation of emission reduction plans

• Report published; Minister reports to the House within 12
weeks
• Minister must respond within 2 months

• Budget period reporting by the CCC
Within 2 years after budget period
Evaluation of progress, emission reduction plan
Recommendations for banking/borrowing
Assessment of offshore mitigation
Report published; Minister reports to the House within 12
weeks
• Minister must respond within 3 months
•
•
•
•
•

Commitment: Bill
• In the case of failure to meet targets/budgets:
• No remedy or relief
• Court declaration must be reported to the House

• Permissive considerations
• A person or body may take the targets/budgets into account
• No consequence for failure to do so

• Guidance for departments
• Minister may issue guidance to departments and must publish
any guidance

Commitment challenges
• Under the principle of Parliamentary sovereignty, no
Parliament can bind a future Parliament. No target can
ever be binding – unless people and their elected
representatives continue to vote for it.
• Failures will be a product of past decisions for which
the current government is not responsible.
• Should the Minister issue guidance for other entities
beyond departments (e.g. Electricity Authority)?
• Do we need some kind of force majeure provisions to
relax requirements for both the CCC and Minister?

Adaptation: Bill
• National climate change risk assessment
•
•
•
•

First prepared by the Minister within 1 year
Updated by CCC every 6 years
Covers risks to economy, society, environment, ecology
Published by CCC; Minister presents to House (12 weeks)

• National adaptation plan
• Prepared by the Minister within 2 years of each risk assessment
• Covers:
• Adaptation objectives
• Strategies, policies, proposals and time frames
• Measures and indicators for monitoring reporting

• Published and presented to House
• Progress report by the CCC every 2 years
• Published by CCC; Minister presents to House (12 weeks)

• Reporting requirements for specified entities

Adaptation reporting requirements
• Assessment of current and future climate change
effects on organizational functions; proposals and
policies to manage effects; and progress
Public service
Local authorities
Council-controlled organisations
Crown Entities
Companies in Sched 4A of Public
Finance Act 1989
• State-Owned Enterprises
• New Zealand Police
• New Zealand Defence Force
•
•
•
•
•

Lifeline utilities in Sched 1 of Civil
Defence Emergency Management Act
• RNZ, TVNZ
• Airports, ports
• Natural gas producers/suppliers/
distributors
• Electricity generators/distributors
• Water, wastewater, sewerage
• Telecom network
• Road network
• Petroleum product
producers/processors/ distributors
• Rail network

Adaptation: Challenges
• Relationship with other legislation/policies/plans at
central and local government levels
• Additional scope of technical expertise for the CCC
• Availability of data/modelling
• Upskilling for organizational reporting requirements

Adaptation: Insights
• Both risk assessments and adaptation plans need to
involve engagement, consultation, and coordination
across central and local government.
• Corporate climate change reporting (financial
disclosure) requirements are rapidly evolving.
• There will be a steep learning curve, and we need
better data and modelling on climate change impacts at
the regional/local levels.

CCC: Bill
• Modelled on the UK Climate Change Committee
• Established as an Independent Crown Entity with an
advisory function
• Board with 7 members (Chair + Deputy + 5)
• Appointed by Minister after nominating committee (except the
first time) and consultation with political parties
• List of collective technical/professional qualifications (including
Treaty of Waitangi and te ao Māori)

• Supported by a secretariat
• Given statutory functions plus additional reports requested
by the Minister
• Must act independently, but may be directed to have regard
to government policy for:
• Recommending NZ ETS unit supply settings
• Providing advice on NZ’s NDC

CCC: Challenges
•
•
•
•

The CCC has a massive work programme, especially in Year 1
NZ’s data and modelling capacity is inadequate
Additional functions may be added for NZ ETS
Government levers for influence include:
•
•
•
•

Appointments
Terms of reference
Budget appropriations
Consideration of advice

• Current gaps:
• Advice on target-consistent emission prices
• Advice on social cost of carbon dioxide and methane in the NZ
context
• Assessment of adequacy of data and modelling for decision
making

CB Independence as a
Blueprint for the CCC

John McDermott

Should the CCC be Independent?
• Climate change policy, by its very nature, requires a long
time horizon.
• Decision-makers will not see the results of their actions
for quite some time.
• Climate change policy has the characteristic cost-benefit
profile of an investment activity. It costs something up
front and pays back sometime in the future.
• The payback is spread globally as well as nationally.

Politicians will be tempted to reach
for short-term solutions
• Lowering the carbon price in the short term to support
the economy would be hard to resist. Just look at
Australia.

• Independence depoliticizes the climate change policy.
• Ulysses knew that he would be better off in the longrun by tying himself to the mast, even though he
wouldn’t feel very good about this in the short-run.

Empirical Evidence on the CB
Independence

Independence: Definition and
Rules
The Climate Change Commission (CCC) will be a
Government institution but independence will beneficial.
That is, it needs:
1. Freedom to pursue its goals, and
2. To make decisions that are very hard for any other
branch of government to reverse.

Goal Dependence but Instrument
Independence
• The Government should set the goal (e.g. 2050 targets, emission budgets )
• Cf: Inflation between 1 and 3 % for the Reserve Bank

• The CCC could have discretion over how to use instruments to pursue its
objective. (e.g. Carbon Pricing, # units, price cap/floor etc.)
• Cf: OCR for the Reserve Bank with the ETS.
• Some aspects of price setting could be delegated.
• Best to delegate operations that are:
• Technically oriented,
• Measurable, and
• Have feedback.

Near Irreversibility of its Decisions
• A Minister can’t, at a whim, countermand the decision
of the Monetary Policy Committee
• Section 12 of the RB Act provides an escape clause:
“The Governor-General may, by Order in Council, on the advice of
the Minister, direct the MPC to formulate, and the Bank to
implement, monetary policy for 1 or more economic objectives for a
period not exceeding 12 months that is specified in the order.”

• But for all practical purposes the MPC’s decisions are
immune from reversal.

Independence and Democracy
• But isn’t there something profoundly undemocratic
about making the CCC independent of political control?
• NO
1. Even in democracies certain decision are reserved for the
“constitutional stage” rather than the legislative chamber.
Decisions we do not want to revisit often.
2. The goal is determined by Government and can be changed.
• The inflation target is set by government and it has changed a
number of times.

3. The leaders can be politically appointed. Legitimacy comes
from the political appointment process.

Independence and Democracy
• But isn’t there something profoundly undemocratic about
making the CCC independent of political control?
• NO

4. CCC “decisions” should be reversible by the political authorities,
BUT only under extreme circumstances. Cf section 12 of the RB
Act.
• This mechanism has never been used, but it is wise to have it in
place.
• Delegated authority should be retrievable.

5. The CCC should be required to explain its past actions and future
plans.
6. Accountability …

• Advice on political decisions is a very different animal!

Independence and Accountability
• In a democratic society the freedom of a government
institution to act implies an obligation to document
what it has done and the what are the results of its
actions.
• While the CCC cannot be in the public relations
business, public education ought to be part of their
brief.

• A CCC that provide more information about its own
views of the trends and developments in the climate
will help guide businesses and households in their
decisions about emission avoidance.

CCC: Insights
• It is critical for the CCC to maintain credibility, weight,
and independence of advice
• Political decisions should stay with government
• Some technical decisions could be delegated (e.g. NZ ETS
supply and price settings)

• The CCC must be resourced adequately to deliver on its
statutory responsibilities
• Government departments must be resourced
adequately to respond to CCC recommendations
• The CCC could play an important role in public
education

Key decision points
Outcome

Original Bill

Possible alternatives
(not recommendations)

GHG targets

• Split-gas 2050 target: biogenic methane and all
other GHGs
• 2030 target for biogenic methane only
• CCC to review 2050 target in 2024 (or as
requested)
• Decisions by Minister

•
•
•
•
•

Emission budgets

• All-gas emission budgets
• Rules set by CCC
• Flexibility: Banking, borrowing, overseas
mitigation, NZ ETS CCR
• Decisions by Minister
• Revisions require CCC recommendation

•
•
•
•

Emission reduction
plans

• Advice from CCC
• Decisions by Minister

• Adjust scope of advice
• More authority to CCC

Climate change risk
assessment &
adaptation plans

• Minister prepares first risk assessment, then
CCC updates
• Minister prepares national adaptation plans,
then CCC reviews progress
• 6-year cycle
• Reporting by key entities

• Clarify relationships with other
legislation/policies/plans
• Adjust reporting requirements
• Adjust timeline

Climate Change
Commission

• Advisory capacity
• Option for “Advisory+” for NZ ETS (not in Bill)

• Extend decision-making authority
• Add/remove responsibilities

Commitment

• Failure: Court declaration (reported to House)
• Minister can direct departments to respond

• Minister must direct departments & other
entities to respond

Different target structure
Different target ambition
Defer targets for later decision
Clarify flexibility measures
Additional targets: cumulative emissions,
international transport emissions,
consumption emissions
• Pathway beyond 2050
Split-gas emission budgets
Key rules in legislation
Limits on flexibility measures
More authority to CCC

4. Implications

NZ ETS
The ZCB should set the framework for determining
supply and prices in the NZ ETS. But there are
complications….
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Burden sharing” if agriculture stays outside
Managing free allocation
Limits on overseas mitigation
Cost containment reserve and price floor
Banking and borrowing
Rules for forestry and metrics

What responsibilities should the CCC – or another entity
– hold regarding the NZ ETS?

Cap alignment: alternative 1

BAU gross emissions
Mitigation gap
Intl purchase
Auctioning + reserve
Industrial free allocation

Non-ETS emissions

Not drawn to scale

NZ NDC

ETS
cap

Cap alignment: alternative 2

BAU gross emissions
Mitigation gap
Intl purchase
Auctioning + reserve

Industrial + agricultural free allocation

Non-ETS emissions

Not drawn to scale

NZ NDC

ETS
cap

Sample emission price trajectories I

Modelling for the Productivity Commission (2018)
Source: Productivity Commission (2018). Low-Emissions Economy. Based on Concept Consulting et al. (2018).

Sample emission price trajectories II

Global emission pricing corridor for the power sector
consistent with 2oC goal: 2020 – 2035 (USD)
Source: CDP et al. (208). Carbon Pricing Corridors: The Market View 2018.

NZ ETS: Insights
We need compatibility of accounting rules, banking,
borrowing, and limits on overseas mitigation across
emission budgets and the NZ ETS…and maybe the NDC.

As the CCC announces each new emission budget, it could
affect NZ ETS price expectations – even before
confirmation by the Minister.
Do we need a separate body to manage technical NZ ETS
decisions and provide market oversight?

Economic impacts
The RIS presents information on economic impacts but…
• The politically negotiated target does not match the modelled
scenarios
• The modelling has shortcomings
• Costs are measured relative to the current target (50% below
1990 by 2050)

Hybrid of Option 2 and Option 3 in the RIS
• Option 2: Net zero long-lived gases and stabilised short-lived
gases (fungible) by 2050
• Option 3: Net zero long-lived gases and stabilised short-lived
gases (non-fungible) by 2050

NZIER modelling results & limitations
Measured relative to the current target
(50% below 1990 by 2050)
Target option

Annual average GDP
growth impact (%)

Annual average GDP
impact 2020-50
($ billion/yr)

Cumulative NPV in
2018 of GDP impact
over 2018-50
($ billion)

Option 2: 50%
reduction for SLGs

-0.18

-$11.7

-$94.8

Option 2: 25%
reduction for SLGs

-0.07

-$4.7

-$38.9

Limitations: Some costs are excluded. Assumes no emission price response
from: (1) non-combustion emissions; (2) sequestration from forestry; (3)
energy efficiency improvements; and (4) new low-carbon technologies (for
energy or agriculture). Likely outcome is an overestimate of costs.
For more information, see the review of NZIER modelling by Niven
Winchester (Motu).

Target impacts (Option 3): 2020-2025
Indicator

25% methane target

Net zero all gases

Annual average GDP
growth rate

1.84% per year

1.77 to 1.84% per year

Annual average GDP

$312b
(2020-2030)

$311b
(2020-2030)

Indicative cost of
mitigation across the
economy

$32/t CO2e

$43/t CO2e

Cost per dairy farm

$2,500 per year
(95% free allocation)

$4,500 per year
(95% free allocation)

Household income growth

11%
(2020-2025)

10%
(2020-2025)

Cost increase: petrol

2 cents/litre

5 cents/litre

Cost increase: electricity

0.3 cents/kWh

1 cent/kWh

Average household energy
bill

$48 per year (1.1%)

$123/year (2.8%)

2018 GDP: $293.2b

Target impacts (Option 3): 2020 - 2050
Indicator

25% methane target

Net zero all gases

Annual average GDP
growth rate

1.99% per year

1.95 to 2.03% per year

Annual average GDP

$383b
(2020-2050)

$382-387b
(2020-2050)

Indicative cost of
mitigation across the
economy

$75-150/t CO2e

$150-250/t CO2e

Land-use conversion

1 Mha sheep/beef
converted to forestry

2 Mha sheep/beef
converted to forestry
(would double plantation
pine estate)

2018 GDP: $293.2b

CMV modelling for ProdComm:
2050 modelling assumptions/outputs
Factor

Policy Driven

Disruptive

Stabilising

Public/active
transport trips

50% increase above
2015

75% increase above
2015

25% increase
above 2015

Car share

20% increase

30% increase

10% increase

Carbon price
2030
2050

$55-80
$142-200

$30-55
$75-157

$30-55
$152-250

Electricity demand

>45%
increase

58-63% increase

>45%
increase

Light vehicle fleet

65% EV

80% EV

40% EV

Heavy vehicle fleet

25% EV

50% EV

10% EV

CMV modelling for ProdComm:
2050 modelling outputs: land sector
Change in area
(Mha)

Policy Driven

Disruptive

Stabilising

Incr 2.0 – 2.8
(w/ some natives)

Incr 1.3 – 2.1

Incr 1.6 – 2.3

Decr 1.6 – 2.1
(-20 to -26%)

Decr 1.4 – 1.8
(-18 to -23%)

Decr 1.2 – 1.6
(-15 to -20%)

Dairy

Decr 0.5
(-24%)

Decr 0.1
(-5%)

Incr 0.2
(+10%)

Horticulture

Incr 0.5
(+100%)

Incr 1
(+200%)

0
(0%)

Forestry
Sheep/beef

Note: Ranges span scenarios for low (25 Mt) and zero net emissions. These
are examples for reference; more complete information is available.
Source: Productivity Commission (2018). Low-Emissions Economy. Data taken from Concept Consulting et al.
(2018).
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by 16 July 2019

